
VA Level 1 Wheel Thrown Mug Project: 
Learn how to Throw a mug on the Pottery wheel 
Find inspiration from studying contemporary pottery 

Create an under glaze pattern to decorate outside of mug 
Create a mug that is: 

  at least 3 inches tall  
 Is functional and can be used 

 Demonstrates inspiration in both form 
and glaze application/pattern from a Contemporary ceramic artist 

form Oregon Potters Association:  at 
http://www.ceramicshowcase.com/ 

http://www.oregonpotters.org/?page_id=269 
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IN CLASS SKETCHBOOK ASSIGNMENT: 
Notes: Record steps, vocab, and process during all slideshows and demonstrations! 
 Visual Research and Art Studies: 

Find 5 examples of wheel thrown mugs you find interesting, copy and paste all images 
onto one word doc and print out and collage/paste into your sketchbook. 

Record who made them, titles, what they were used for and why you selected these 
examples specifically 
Thumbnail Studies: Draw at least 5 examples of different forms you might want to work with- 
consider design of lip, foot, and handle. 
 
Due Date: Show Mrs. Zeller your research and ideas before you start! 
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